Life at the wires:
Reporting from
Wall Street
Victoria Thieberger is a former U.S. Federal Reserve
and Australian economics correspondent for Reuters
and until recently she wrote a daily business column
for The Australian and Business Spectator.
Here, Victoria reflects on her career spent writing
about economics and markets from London, New
York, Sydney and Melbourne, and offers a few
observations on gender issues in economics and
journalism along the way.
visiting Treasury officials to defend the bailout of
Mexico. I was on a steep learning curve and,
intrigued, learned from some of the top
economists and traders on Wall Street. They were
remarkably generous with their time considering I
must have been asking them Econ101 questions.
Coming to love economics was not a lightbulb
moment for me. It happened gradually, as a
reporter trying to understand how the world
worked. My real ambition, as a young journalist,
was to work overseas, and the first opportunity that
presented itself was in financial news.
In the early 90s, the appetite of financial markets
for news was growing exponentially, and newswires
reporting in real time filled that expanding need.
Bloomberg was just starting up; Reuters was the
century-old market leader, while Dow Jones,
Bridge News and a few smaller wires all competed
for the eyes of traders and investors on little black
and green screens, when the World Wide Web was
in its infancy. The wires were hiring, so that’s where
I went.
I first bumped up against the basics of economic
theory when I had to grapple with the U.S. bond
and forex markets while working for a now merged
English newswire called AFX News. It was the mid90s and I was a reporter in the New York bureau,
covering market reaction to key economic data,
strikes at GM (at that point still the most profitable
company in the Fortune 500), and attempts by
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My move to New York came after a gloomy 18
months in post-recessionary London where I
worked as an editor at AFX. Suddenly, the expanse
of New York City, the expansionary U.S. economy
under Clinton, and the unfolding opportunity to
write about the biggest companies on Wall Street
provoked a buzz I’d never felt while in London or
previously in Melbourne where I’d worked as a
journalist for several years at The Age. The dotcom boom was just starting. Remember when
Netscape listed on the stock market? Remember
Netscape? That float triggered a frenzy of IPOs,
and some analysts were already calling those
offerings overpriced.
I covered U.S. Federal Reserve speeches, mostly at
the New York Fed, a heavy-set limestone edifice in
lower Manhattan styled after an Italian palazzo that
still houses a quarter of the world’s gold supply.
Wire reporters had to run for the payphones in the
lobby to file our stories because there were never
enough phones to go round. I always kept a bunch
of quarters in my purse for those calls. Even in
those dawn-of-the-public-Internet days, we were
timed down to the minute on headlines against
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Reuters, Bloomberg and Dow Jones. It wasn’t until
some years later that some bright sparks in
marketing or sales started timing reporters down to
the second, since that was the speed at which
traders were moving by then. We’d dictate “snaps”
(also called “flashes” or headlines), with a 110character word limit, around the time the founder
of Twitter was in high school. Newswires have
supplied news to newspapers since the days of the
telegraph in the late 19th century, and over time
my stories appeared in The New York Times, The
Washington Post and the Chicago Tribune among
others.
This was the Greenspan era, in the period before
his “irrational exuberance” speech, which I
faithfully covered by dictating the flash headlines
(“Greenspan says...” ) to a disinterested editor in
Tokyo, where the markets were open. His reaction
was similar to that of most of the press in the
following days – a big shrug. The bull market still
had three years to run before Greenspan’s
comments appeared prescient and the bubble
burst. The S&P 500 tripled between that speech in
December 1996 and the peak of the market in
December 1999.
Every day brought some new bloom in the
economic landscape and I was thriving too. I'd
been brought up to believe I had exactly the same
choices of career and opportunities at work
regardless of my gender. It would take many years
in the workforce to persuade me otherwise.
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We had assumed that time would
allow women to eventually occupy
the senior ranks of journalism, or
economics, or the broader workforce,
in the same numbers as men.
Yet we understand now that
institutional and unconscious biases
in interviewing, hiring, promotion
and how paid work is organised
completely stalled women’s
advancement in the workplace.
The Fed promoted very senior women – including
the first female member of the Washington-based
Board of Governors as early as 1978 and the first
female regional Federal Reserve Bank president in
1982 – enabling a deep pool of talent and making
Janet Yellen’s elevation to Chair less remarkable
than it might seem to an Australian eye. They were
drawn from the ranks of senior women economists
and bankers across the Federal Reserve system;
seven of the 23 governors appointed since 1990
were women. Sure, the majority of the economists
on Wall Street and certainly all of the traders that I
spoke to were male. But plenty of the economic
and market reporters were women, certainly
enough not to feel that any of us were freakish
exceptions or were too timid to interrupt in doorstop press conferences. Issues of gender rarely
came to the fore (except one notorious occasion
when another female reporter followed a male Fed
official into the men’s room in her eagerness to get
a quote).
It was a similar story when I moved to Sydney for
Reuters, to report on the Australian economic story
for a global audience. I think at that point, possibly
naïvely, female economic journalists (and female
market economists) assumed it was simply a matter
of time before gender equality became a reality, or
that at least the profession was heading towards
more of a 60:40 than an 80:20 split.
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Partly, my assumption stemmed from so many
years working in the U.S., where female
participation in the workforce has historically been
higher than in Australia. And partly it was because
I’d been hired by Reuters: I was fortunate enough
to spend the bulk of my career at a merit-based
organisation. The story came first, not newsroom
politicking, and the top stories were given the best
run.

But it was only a temporary step back. I then
worked a part-time job share arrangement for
years, working three days a week to a colleague’s
two days, while my two daughters were young. I
was only able to do that because a series of
managers understood the difficulties of juggling
kids and work, most recently Alan Kohler at
Business Spectator and The Australian, where I
wrote a daily business column.

As history has turned out, our naïve assumption –
that it would just be a matter of time before we
reached gender equality – was unfulfilled. We had
assumed that time would allow women to
eventually occupy the senior ranks of journalism, or
economics, or the broader workforce, in the same
numbers as men. Yet we understand now that
institutional
and
unconscious
biases
in
interviewing, hiring, promotion and how paid work
is
organised
completely
stalled
women’s
advancement in the workplace.

Creating equitable opportunities for women comes
down to individuals understanding that women can
be equally capable, equally ambitious, as men at
work, but that any person needs to have a degree
of flexibility if they have children or elderly parents
to care for. If you need flexibility, ask for it clearly.
The first part-timer in the New York bureau of
Reuters in the 1990s was a guy who needed time
to write a book. After that arrangement was
approved, it was easier for others to ask.

I did move back to New York, to my dream job as
New York Fed correspondent for Reuters. Using my
old contacts and establishing new ones, I won the
trust of senior Fed officials, which is rare for wire
reporters. Among my proudest moments were the
stories I wrote on behavioural economics from a
Boston Fed summer conference on Cape Cod in
2003 where the speakers included Richard Thaler;
and another feature in 2004 on the hidden rate of
unemployment in which I examined the then littlerecognised issue of the discouraged worker effect.
The article received huge play across U.S. media
and prompted HSBC to begin publishing a
monthly figure derived from each payrolls report. I
won awards for both features, accepting the
second while heavily pregnant and squeezed into
an ill-advised pair of pointy shoes. Other highlights
included interviewing Ben Bernanke and Janet
Yellen in their pre-Fed chair jobs; and being
snubbed by Greenspan in the breakfast line at a
conference.
Then my first child was born in 2005, and I gave up
the Fed role the following year because the job
was too big to manage with a baby. Even working
three and then four days a week, the large amount
of travel chasing Fed speakers got me down. I
used to haul heavy equipment to broadcast an
audio feed to the office on one shoulder, with a
discrete black backpack containing an electric
pump on the other shoulder so I could express milk
in the ladies’ room after the event.
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I couldn’t imagine that, one day
in the future, I’d be standing
in a room where 90% of the
government, market and academic
economists were female.
That was at the inspiring and
welcome launch of the Women in
Economics Network Australia.
There have been times when I’ve been the only
woman in the room, though not often – no doubt a
familiar scene for many female economists,
especially those working in financial markets. I
suspect there have been times when many of us
felt a bit like the “Fearless Girl” statue that
appeared opposite the Wall Street bull on
International Women’s Day this year. I couldn’t
imagine that, one day in the future, I’d be standing
in a room where 90% of the government, market
and academic economists were female. That was at
the inspiring and welcome– launch of the Women
in Economics Network Australia.

Connect with Victoria via Twitter @VThieberger
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